APPENDIX	133
In   the   protest   made   by   the   eminent  Ram   Shastri   against   the
Peshva Madhavrav's devoting too much time to religious observances,8*
their incompatibility   with    the    duties   of   Kshatriyas,    which   the
Peshvas had undertaken is the strongest point in the argument; and
the departure from the ordinances of the faith is assumed as an ac-
complished and irreversible fact, not a matter under discussion at all8*
Another story, pointing the same   way,   is   t«?*d   of  the  same emi-
nent Peshva—Madhavrav.   When he was arranging for his expedition
against Hyder Ali, he sent a summons in the usual way**   to  the
Bhonsle Chief of Nagpur to come over to join   the   Maratha   army,
The Bhonsle's agent at Poona went to consult the Ex-minister, Sakha-
ram Bapu, as to what should be done.   The latter was afraid to give
his counsel openly, as the   Peshva's Karkun   v/iis   present.    But he
managed to convey his advice to the Bhonsle's agent, without the Karkun
understanding the point.    Sakharam Bapu suggested to one of two
.persons who were sitting near him playing chess, that as the pawns81
of his opponent   had   advanced   in   force,   he   should   take   back
his king a square or two.   The Bhonsle's agent, taking the hint, at
once wrote off to his master to advise that he should not come to
Poona in pursuance of the Peshva's summons, but should go back
the one or two stages he had advanced from Nagpur.   This was done
accordingly, and Madhavrav, who had a great reputation for obtaining
news of everything that was going on in which he was interested,"
heard of the Bhonsle's return to his capital, and also of Sakharam
Bapu's advice which led to it—though the latter was perceived only
by him under the facts he learnt from the cross-examination of the
Karkun.    Madhavrav was a man of very strong will;  he at once
sent for the Bhonsle's agent, and told him of his master's return to
Nagpur on the advice of Sakharam Bapu, and added "If your master
is in Poona within fifteen days, well and good: if not I will pay no
"Forbes Oriental Memoirs, Vol. I, p. 427 speaks of Madhavrao as
"possessed of a mind unfettered by *he restraints and supersitious tenets of
the Hindus*'.
"Grant DuflL Vol. H, p. 209.
tsThis formed the subject of special stipulations between the Peshvas and
Bhonsles. See Bhonsle Letters &c. (KJ.S.) pp. 23, 64, 65, 70, 114, and compare
Chitnis's Rajaram, p. 23, Peshva's Bakhar, p. 91.
"Pawns in Marathi are called Pyadas which also means "soldiers".
**Nana Fadanavis is believed to have adopted and carried out Madhavrav's
system of obtaining news from everywhere. See Grant Duff, Vol. n, p. 229. It
is one of the points specially noticed in Gopikabai's letter to Savai Madhavrav;
see Letters, Memoranda &c. (K.LS.) p. 459. And as to Nana compare Pesava's
Bakhar, pp. 146-8 inter alia.
"See Peshva's Bakhar, p. 94. For a more ferocious story, about Raghoba
Dada, see Peshva's Bakhar, pp. 31-2. The Jnana Prakash newspaper of Poona
recently published another story with a similar moral. It appears that a
Brahman employee of the Peshvas, in the Military Department, accidentally
discharged a gun and killed another Brahman. The former was thereupon
excommunicated for Brahmanicide. But Ram Shastri, having regard to the
fact of the death being accidental, publicly dined in comi»aay with tlie ex-
communicated Brahman; and when asked for an explanation as to the authority

